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Abstract  
This report analyzes the needs to build an annual report generator which has the properties of 

Modularity, Simplicity in use and Maintainability based on current web technology. It also describes 

the software development process from design to implementation. The description is goal criteria based 

so it explains the advantages of the developed annual report generator. This report also discusses the 

further works that can be done in the future and their regarding implementation difficulties.
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1. Introduction 

This section describes the task of building the annual report generator, introduces the 

requirement and goal criteria. It also explains my motivation and basic solution in 

order to build such application successfully. 

1.1 Task Description 

Research In Computer Science (RICS) is a research group that belongs to the School 

of Mathematics and System Engineering (MSI), Växjö University. RICS has to hand in 

annual report to the university. In order to improve the efficiency of that process, 

RICS needs an application that can generate the annual report automatically. RICS has 

recently built a web site that displays the information of that research group and it 

also wants the annual report generator application to be accessible from that web site. 

So the task of building the annual report generator can be divided into two phases: 1. 

Getting familiar with the architecture of the existing web site. 2. Developing an 

Annual Report Generator that is integrated with the RICS web site.  

1.2 Requirements and Goal Criteria 

The functional requirements of the report generator are focusing on the content of the 

report, which comes from Professor Welf Löwe (the supervisor of this project). The 

non-functional requirements or the goal Criteria are documented in the project 

proposal, which includes: 

� Modularity: the boundary of the subsystems will be clearly designed and fit 

together well so changes occurring in one part will not have any impact on the 

others. 

� Simplicity in use: the system’s user interface will be designed user-friendly and 

clearly, which will help the user to use the application in a straight-forward 

manner. 

� Maintainability: The system will be well documented and commented so it will 

be easy to maintain. It will also be extendable for adding more functions in the 

future. 

1.3 Motivation 

As mentioned before the main motivation of building this application is to improve 

the efficiency of the generating of the annual report. It can be achieved with respect to 

three aspects: First, compared to hire staff (which will cost money) writing the annual 

report, the time to produce the report will be much shorter. Second, the report 
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generated by the software will has less mistakes then the one potentially produced by 

person. Furthermore, it will have high quality by producing flexible report which 

enables the dynamic configuration generation. Third, it can be reused every year 

without needs to modify the application itself and it is also scaleable with the 

expansion of the department. 

1.4 Basic Solution 

In order to minimize the change compared to the existing application, the basic 

architecture of the web site will be reused. Additionally, a set of PHP programs that 

generate the annual report are designed and implemented. The content information of 

the annual report is exacted from the database. The generated annual report is in 

HTML format, which also could be easily converted to the RTF, PDF and other 

formats.  
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2. Starting situation 

This section overviews the situation when I began to develop the annual report 

generator, which includes the architecture and design issues of the existing system. 

2.1 The Existing System 

The project started at the end of March 2006. After the proposal of the project was 

accepted, I got the code of the web site from the supervisor. The main information 

available from the web site include information on researchers, their core 

competences, projects, publications, courses, thesis projects, impressum, and location 

of the research group. The web site can be viewed in two languages, Swedish and 

English. It also allows authenticating users via username and password.  

2.2 Architecture Overview 

The existing web site is a HTTP/PHP application, which contains three main 

components:  

� Apache HTTP Web Server: is an open-source HTTP server for modern operating 

system that provides a secure, efficient and extensible server that provides HTTP 

service in sync with the current HTTP standards. It enables users accessing the 

web site by the web browsers such as Internet Explorer and Fire Fox.  

� PHP Scripts: PHP is a widely used general-purpose scripting language that is 

especially suited for web development and can be embedded into HTML 

document. 

� MySQL Database: is one of the world’s most popular open source relational 

database management systems that use SQL. It stores all the data that required to 

the RICS web site.  

By combining the above three components, the web site can operate; the architecture 

view of the web site is described in Figure 2.1 below. 
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Figure 2.1: Architecture of the Existing Web site 

The current system has typical client-server architecture. A lightweight client only 

needs a web browser that supports HTTP. The browser sends the HTTP request via 

networks such as local LAN or Internet to the Apache Web Server. After the Server has 

received the HTTP request, it executes the corresponding PHP scripts. The PHP 

script then communicates with the MySQL database to get the desired information, 

and fills it into the HTTP document. Additionally, the PHP script also adds a link of 

the CSS file into the HTML document, so the HTML document has the layout defined 

in the CSS file. At last, the HTML document is sent back to the user, and displayed in 

the user’s web browser. 

We can get several benefits from the above architecture. They are: 

� Lightweight Client, no additional software to install on the client side. 

� Apache HTTP Server, PHP and MySQL all work with major operating system so 

the web site can be widely deployed.  

� High Scalability, both PHP and MySQL have high performance in speed 

compared to their competitors. So the system can be largely scaled up.  

� Easy to Program, PHP has evolved as a full-grown object-oriented language, so 

it will be easy for the Java or C++ programmer to maintain the system in that 

language. 

� Cost Effective, Apache HTTP Server, PHP and MySQL are all free, there are no 

cost to purchase them. 

� Uniformed Layout, the CSS standard is supported by major web browsers. Since 

it separates the layout of the web page from the HTML file, all the web pages of 

that site can have a unified and easily changeable view. 

2.3 Object-Oriented Design in PHP Scripts 

The PHP scripts of the existing web are separated in about 20 PHP files; they 
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communicate with each other during the execution. The design of these PHP scripts 

utilizes the fully Object-Oriented (OO) specification of the PHP5 language. Like any 

other OO design, classes and object are defined with their relationships and 

interactions. The central advantage of this approach is that it supports and encourages 

encapsulation. For example, access to the data within an object is available only by 

calling the object’s functions. Changing the implementation of one class will not 

influence other classes as long as the changed class keeps the original interface. At a 

higher level, the system designed in OO is highly decoupled and modularized; there 

are clearly boundaries among the subsystems, so the flexibility and maintainability are 

usually better than in procedural designs. 

The rest of this section will mention several critical classes in the design. They 

establish the skeleton of the PHP component. Some of them also serve as the pedestal 

of the annual report generator, the detailed UML class diagram can be found in 

Appendix 1. 

 

Class Html: The root class that defines the frame of the web page, including the page 

colors, page margins and page head. This class adds a link to the CSS file into the 

HTML page header, so all the children classes share the common layout. 

 

Class IpdHtml: extends Class Html by specifying the table styles and language 

selection. It further defines the upper table including the logo and page title, and lower 

table including the navigations, content and modules. (See the screenshots in 

Appendix 3 for more detail)  

 

Class IpdTables: extends Class IpdHtml by adding the web page elements such as 

navigations, modules and database visualization. It also implements the functions that 

print linked table, vertically grouped data structures, horizontally grouped tables, 

teaser table, and grouped teaser tables. 

 

Class Database: defines functions that query desired information from the MySQL 

database. The functions include:  

� Return the result set directly 

� Return the first result row as an object 

� Return the first result row as an associative array 

This design meets the different types of information query. They can be called from 

everywhere in the system and significantly reduce code redundancy.  

 

Class IPDQueries: defines IPD-specific queries. The member functions of this class 

return the actual SQL causes, which can be taken as the input of Class Database.  
 
Class Ipd: is the most concrete class in the Ipd package, it extends Class IpdTables 

and interacts with all the class mentioned above. The actual web pages are specified 

completely in this class. This class also associates with Class Database and Class 
IPDQueries to achieve database interactions. 
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Class IpdHome: is the access point of the whole web site, the URL http://<IP 

address of the server>/ will invoke the execution of the script related to this 

class. 

2.4 Database Design 

The database manages all information related to the web site. It contains 29 tables. 

The tables can be divided into three groups:  

1. Tables storing the entity information. For example, table personen (means person 

in English) collects the data related to a person such as id, name, position, etc. 

2. Tables storing the relationship between the entities. For example table 

ref_person_software contains two fields, person_id and software_id. So they 

can be used to define, which person is responsible for which project. 

3. Tables storing the modules’ information of the web site. For example, table 

web_nav contains the structure information of the navigator module such as the 

child, sibling and URL of target navigations. 

Most tables contain two fields for description item; one is for English the other is for 

Swedish. The detailed table design of the database is documented in Appendix 2. 

2.5 Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) 

CSS is a simple mechanism for adding style information to Web documents and some 

other situation such as applications built using XPFE. By separating the presentation 

style of documents from the content of documents, it simplifies web site maintenance. 

The file ipd.css uses stylesheet technology for our Web application. It defines the 

layout of some tags. For example, the tag “p” and class “title” are defined as follows:  

The semantic meaning of them are explained in section 5.6. 

 

p { 

 font-family:sans-serif; 

 font-size:11pt; 

 text-align:left; 

 color:#000000; 

} 

.title { 

 font-family:sans-serif; 

 font-size:24pt; 

 font-weight:bold;   

 text-align:center; 

 color:#000000; 

} 
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3. Content Requirement 

The content of the annual report is the functional requirement of the Annual Report 

Generator, which can be divided into three groups: Static Content, Dynamic Content, 

and Statistic Chart. 

3.1 Static Content 

This type contains the items of information that will be included in every generated 

annual report without any configuration. They are the mandatory elements of an 

annual report, and they also occupy the largest space of an annual report. The detail 

items information is listed below: 

� Editorial: is the commentary information of an annual report. 

� Person: contains the position, last name, first name, gender, and research interest 

of that person. The persons’ record should be ranked by their positions first, 

followed by the lexical order of the first name. 

� Project: contains the name, description and supervisor of all ongoing projects. 

� Publication: contains the title, description, author and BibTeX-entry of all the 

publications that belong to the target year. The publications will be grouped 

according to their type and will be ranked according to the 

� Group order: Book, PhD thesis, Licentiate Thesis, Journal Article, 

Conference Article, Masters Thesis, Thesis, Booklet, Technical Report, Talk 

and unpublished 

� Lexical order of the title as the secondary order criterion. 

� Software: contains the name, description, person involved and external URL of all 

the software currently exists. 

� Course: contains the name, start date, end date, description and teacher of all the 

courses given in the target year. 

� Event: contains the title, date and description of all the news happens during the 

target year. 

3.2 Dynamic Content 

The dynamic content includes those items that are optional to appear in the annual 

report so users can, via GUI, configure them as a part of the generated report. They 

include: 1. a picture of each person, 2. an address of each person. 

It should be notice that, although the Editorial item is regarded as the Static Content, 

user can also update and put their desired editorial remarks for inclusion in the annual 

report to generate. 
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3.3 Statistic Charts 

The statistic charts are diagrams showing intuitive views of the publication records of 

the particular year. The annual report could include two such charts: one shows the 

overview of publications of the target year and the other shows comparison 

information between several years. So these statistic diagrams can help to analyze and 

evaluate the performance of the research group. 
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4. Architecture & Design 

This section is devoted to describe the architecture and design solution taken used to 

implement the annual report generator. I will describe the motivation of design 

according to the goal criteria. This also explains how the goal criteria are achieved. 

4.1 Application Integration 

As shown in section 2.2, it is valuable to utilize the existing web site’s architecture as 

the framework for building the annual report generator. The integrated system’s 

architecture is described in the Figure 4.1 below. 
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Figure 4.1: The Integrated Architecture 

The Annual Report Generator Scripts are a set of PHP programs that is invoked by 

the Old PHP Scripts. During the execution, they will interact with the Old PHP 

scripts, the MySQL(Adapted) database, and the CSS File. 

There are many ways to let the Annual Report Generator’s PHP scripts be 

accessed via the existing web site, for example by adding an HTML form at the Old 

PHP Scripts which includes a link to the new PHP scripts. The decision I chose here 

is to extend the Navigator Module of the web site by adding a navigator entry there. 

There are two reasons why I designed in that way, first the Navigator Module is 

displayed on every page of the web site, users can call the Annual Report Generator 

from any web page so it is simple to use. Second, because the content of navigator 
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entry is stored in the database (table web_nav), only that table needs to be configured, 

there is no need to change the existing PHP scripts. 

 

4.2 PHP Component Design 

The PHP component serves as the central coordinator of the application. It should not 

only work functionally but also has a high quality of design. As I mentioned the 

advantage of object-oriented concept before, the PHP component design here adopts 

the same approach. Figure 4.2 shows the information passing in the subsystems of the 

PHP component.  
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Figure 4.2: Architecture of the PHP Component 

After the Report Request is called from the navigator, it takes the target year and 

passes it to the Report Configuration. The Report Configuration component uses this 

number to retrieve the editorial information from the database and displays it at the 

editor controller. The configuration component is also responsible to collect the 

optional configuration choices made by user (for example, whether the user wants to 

add picture in the report) and to pass these decision together with the target year to the 

next stage. The Report Generation component is responsible for generate the final 

report in HTML format. It queries the required information from the database with the 

information received from the early stage. The Publication Comparison Diagram and 

Publication Statistic Diagram modules will generate the charts according to the 

parameters passed by the Report Generation component and send the charts back. 

This architecture clearly assigns the functions to each part of the system so the 

Modularity of the application is achieved at this level.  

It is reasonable to create a class for each module of the sub system. The rest of this 

section will discuss the decisions taken in the class design. 
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There are five new classes in the design: There is one old class that is extended 

1. ReportRequest 
2. ReportConfigure  
3. ReportGenerator  
4. CompareDiagram  
5. StatisticDiagram. 

1. IPDQueries (new functions that return 

the SQL instructions will be added into 

this class) 

  

The UML diagram of these classes can be found in Appendix 2. This section describes 

them in detail one by one. 

Property Description 

Class Name ReportRequest Extends Class Ipd 

Description This class collects the year’s number inputted by the user via the web 

browser and sends it to the next configuration stage. 

Relations Associates with Class ReportConfigure 

Methods � All the method inherited by Class Ipd. 

� ReportRequest(): the constructor of the class. 

� getTitle(): overrides the parent’s method, gets and sets the page 

title. 

� bodyOpen(): overrides the parent’s method, fills the content to the 

page body, the content should include a html form that allows user to 

input and summit the year’s number of the annual report. The form is 

sent to the next stage. 

Attributes � All the attributes inherited by Class Ipd 

Design comments  This class is a child class of Class Ipd, so it inherits the feature of its 

parent, which makes its layout consistent with the existing PHP classes 

such as Class IpdPeople. It also utilizes the tag and class defined in the 

CSS document. The dump() method of it generate the HTML page which 

keeps the same layout as the rest web pages at that site. 

 

Property Description 

Class Name ReportConfigure Extends Class Ipd 

Description This class collects all the configuration decision made by user and sends 

them to the Report Generation stage with the target year’s number 

received from the Report Request stage. 

Relations Associates with Class ReportRequest and Class ReportGenerator 

Methods � All the methods inherit from Class Ipd. 

� ReportConfigure(): constructor of the class 

� getTitle():overrides the parent’s method, gets and sets the page 

title. 

� bodyOpen():overrides the parent’s method and fills the content of 

the page body. The content should have a html form which includes  

� a textarea loaded with the target year’s editorial text 

� two check boxes for the optional items choosing  
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� a selection box allows user chose the comparison items 

The form is sent to the next stage. 

Attributes � All the attributes inherited by Class Ipd 

Design comments One reason why this class extends from class Ipd is the same as Class 

ReportRequest, JavaScript will be used to load the editorial text into the 

text-area. The dump() method of it generate the HTML page which keeps 

the same layout as the rest web pages at that site. 

Another is Class Ipd has two attributes which are instances of Class 

Database and Class IPDQueries. So Class ReportConfigure can 

associate with them to achieve the database query, only a new query 

function that returns the SQL instruction needs to be added into Class 

IPDQueries. 

 

Property Description 

Name ReportGenerator Extends Class IpdHtml 

Description This class collects all the content and layout needs to be filled into the 

annual report and generates the report. It is the main class of the PHP 

component. 

Relations Associates with Class ReportConfigure, Class CompareDiagram and Class 
StatisticDiagram 

Methods � ReportGenerator($text,$year,$dbs,$address,$picture,$st

atistic):constructor of the class. Assigns the values to its attributes. 

� getTitle(): gets and sets the title of the annual report. 

� bodyOpen(): fills the body of the annual report. 

� setEditorial(): called by bodyOpen(), fills the editorial section 

� setPerson(): called by bodyOpen(), fills the person section 

� setByPosition($position): called by setPerson(), fills the person 

information according to the required position. 

� setProject(): called by bodyOpen(), fills the project section 

� setPub(): called by bodyOpen(), filles the publication section 

� setByCategory($type): called by setPub(), fills the publication 

information according to the required type. 

� pubStat($compare): called by bodyOpen(), requests the comparison 

chart generated by Class CompareDiagram and fills it into the 

publication section. $compare = the number of years needs to be compared. 

� setSoftware(): called by bodyOpen(), fills the software section. 

� setCourse(): called by bodyOpen(), fills the course section 

� setEvent(): called by bodyOpen(), fills the event section 

Attributes � $db: an instance of Class Database, handles the database query. 

� $queries: an instance of Class IPDQueries, provides the SQL instruction. 

� $edi: editorial information passed by the earlier stage 

� $yea: target year’s number passed by the earlier stage 

� $add: whether to include person address into the annual report passed by the 

earlier stage. If $add = “Address” then include the address. 
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� $pic: whether to include person picture into the annual report passed by the 

earlier stage. If $pic = “Picture” then include the picture. 

� $stat: the number of year’s publication needs to be compared in the annual 

report. 

� $nextyea: the next year’s number 

Design 

comments 

This class is inherited from Class IpdHtml, so it can leverage the layout defined 

in the CSS file. The reason why it is not a child class of Class Ipd is the annual report 

doesn’t need some modules included in Class Ipd such as Navigator.  

For every section of the annual report, there is one method corresponding to it, 

the developer can easily add or delete one section from the report. For some particular 

sections such as person and publication, there are methods generate the content by 

input positions and categories, this increase the flexibility and maintainability of the 

content of annual report. 

    Class Database and Class IPDQueries are associated by this class to reduce the 

database connection and achieve the modularity of the system. Functions that return 

SQL instruction are added in the Class IPDQueries, which increase the system 

maintainability because only one class handles SQL instruction.  

The method dump() generate the annual report in HTML format. 

 

Property Description 

Name CompareDiagram  

Description This class generates the publication comparison diagram after it is called 

by Class ReportGenerator and sends the diagram back in PNG 

format. 

Relations Associates with Class ReportGenerator 

Methods � CompareDiagram($type): the constructor of this class, assigns 

the information receive from Class ReportGenerator to the 

attributes. $type is an array contains the category of publication which 

is displayed in the diagram. 

� Draw(): Draw the bar diagram, the diagram shows the comparison 

information by each publication category with their corresponding 

year number. 

Attributes � $span: the number of years wants to compare. 

� $start_year: the target year number of the annual report. 

� $database: an instance of Class Database, handles the database 

query. 

� $queries: an instance of Class IPDQueries, provides the SQL 

instruction. 

� $category: the array contains all kinds of publication that needs to 

be included into the diagram. 

Design comments This class is originally not designed as object-oriented, so it only have one 

big method, further work can be done by decoupling the Draw() method. 

This PNG library method will be called during the diagram generation. To 

configure the category of publication the only thing needs to do is to 
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provide the $type parameter to the constructor, this enhance the 

flexibility of the class. 

 

Property Description 

Name StatisticDiagram  

Description This class generates the publication statistic diagram after it is called by 

Class ReportGenerator and sends the diagram back in PNG 

format. 

Relations Associates with Class ReportGenerator 

Methods � StatisticDiagram($type): constructor of the class, assigns the 

value pass by Class ReportGenerator to its attributes. $type is an 

array contains the category of publication which is displayed in the 

diagram. 

� Load(): called by the constructor, extracts the publication number by 

category from the database and assign them to attribute $data.  

� Roundoff($v): called by Display(), if the decimal fraction of $v 

>= 0.5, returns ceil($v), else returns floor($v). 

� Get_xy_factors($degree): called by Draw_pie(), returns an 

array of the x/y factors. 

� Draw_pie($id,$rx,$ry,$r,$from,$to,$color): called by 

Display(), draws the pie in the picture. 

� Draw_legends(): called by Display(), draws the legends 

(categories of publication with their number and percentage in the 

particular year) 

� Display():generates and displays the whole diagram. 

Attributes � $start_year: the target year’s number passed by Class 

ReportGenerator 

� $database: an instance of Class Database, handles the database 

query. 

� $queries: an instance of Class IPDQueries, provides the SQL 

instruction. 

� $category: the array contains all kinds of publication that needs to 

be included into the diagram  

� $data: the array stores the counting data for publication of each 

category. 

Design comments This class is object-oriented design, so each function has their separated 

responsibility. This class has the same flexibility as Class 

CompareDiagram such as the configurable publication categories 

in the diagram. 

4.3 Database Adaptation 

There are three changes regarding to the database. First, one entry should be added 

into the ‘web_nav’ table. The entry should contain the information about the URL of 
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the PHP script in which Class ReportRequest is defined. Second, in order to display 

the report generator entry at the bottom of the Navigator module, we need to insert its 

id into the ‘sibling’ field of the original bottom entry. Third, the table that stores 

editorial information should be created and the year number is the key of that table. 

The actual SQL instructions for the above three changes can be found in Appendix 2. 
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5. Implementation Tricks 

This section raises the problems encountered during the implementation process, and 

discusses how I solved those implementation tricks. 

5.1 Physical Mapping between PHP Class and PHP Scripts 

Each PHP class should be encapsulated in the file suffixed with ‘.php’. That file 

name is also included as the value of ‘action’ attribute in HTML form. The mapping 

relationship between the classes and their container files’ name is listed in the table 

below. 

Class Name Related PHP Script Name 

ReportRequest Report.php 
ReportConfigure  Editorial.php 
ReportGenerator GenHttp.php 
CompareDiagram PubStatics.php 
StatisticDiagram PubPan.php 

5.2 Passing Value among PHP Scripts 

According to the [2] HTML form document, the ‘method’ attribute of the HTML form 

specifies the HTTP method used to send the form to the processing agent. This 

attribute can have two values: ‘get’ and ‘post’. The ‘get’ method is used here because 

the form data is appended to the URL with a question mark as a separator, which leads 

the following two benefits:  

1. It is possible to including dynamic image into the annual report. For example the 

code that includes the Publication Statistic Diagram looks like: print "<img src 
= 'http://localhost/PubPan.php?year=".$this->yea."'>"; 

2. It makes the testing for each PHP scripts more convenient. Every PHP scripts 

can be tested directly and independently. For example, if we want to test the 

Publication Statistic Diagram of year 2003, we just need to input the URL 

http://web-server-address/PubPan.php?year=2003  into the browser. 

5.3 Load and Store the Editorial 

The application uses a textarea that loads the editorial from the database at the 

Report Configuration stage. JavaScript is the solution chosen here to insert data into 

that textarea controller. The actual instructions are listed as below. 
document.getElementById("my_text_area").value= "'.$editorial.'"; 

http://web-server-address/PubPan.php?year=2003
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document.getElementById("my_text_area").style.visibility= "visible"; 

Another problem is that the text data in that textarea uses ‘\r\n’ to separate 

paragraphs. But this information is not possible be stored in the database. So the 

editorial message extracted from the database next time will only be displayed as one 

line in the textarea. Furthermore, the editorial section will only contain one line if we 

directly insert the text data of that textarea into the Html report because Html uses 

tag </br> to change lines. The solution I used here is to replace all the “\r\n” by 

“</br>” and insert that into the HTML and Database. The “</br>” stored in the 

database on the other hand, is replaced by ‘\r\n’ when it is loaded into the textarea.  

5.4 SQL Instructions and Database Query 

The entire Database interaction is achieved via SQL instructions calling. As 

mentioned before, the SQL instructions are implemented as the return values of the 

functions of Class IPDQueries. In most of the cases, these functions need input 

parameters to insert into the SQL instructions. For example, function 

getEditorial($id) inserts the parameter $id to its returning SQL instruction. This 

is implemented in an strange way by putting two dots around the input parameter, so 

the return value looks like: "select * from editorial where year = ".$id.""  

Some databases queries are implemented by linking several tables and this will 

make the application more flexible and robust. For example, function 

getPeoplebyPosition($position) returns "select personen.* from personen, 
personenarten  where personen.art = personenarten.personenart_id and 

personenarten.name_e = '".$position."' order by 'vorname'"; So any change 

made on table personenarten will not cause the change of the function as long as the 

$position is existing in that table.  

One thing needs to be mentioned here is Class Database associates with PHP 

Class MySQL to establish a database connection, while the extension version called 

Mysqli is available. The new class is better object-oriented supported and it allows we 

access the functionality provided by MySQL 4.1 and above. 

5.5 Dynamic Diagrams Generation 

The dynamic diagrams implementation contains three stages in general. First the 

source array (the publication counting number by their categories) is loaded. Second, 

the value of the diagram elements size (for example, the width of bars in pixels) is 

computed according to each element in the source array. Several mathematical 

functions are called at this stage. For example, in script PubPan.php, functions 

cos($degree) and sin($degree) are used to compute the factors, and functions 

ceil($v) and floor($v) are used to round off numbers. The last stage of 

generation is to set up an image and add graphical elements onto that image. Many 

PHP graphical functions are called at this stage. For example, in script PubPan.php 

function ImageArc($id, $rx, $ry, $r, $r, $from, $to, $color) is used to draw 
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a cycle and function ImageColorAllocate($id, 255, 0, 0) creates a red color 

object.  

5.6 Layout of Annual Report 

In order to make the annual report more readable, the layout of it should be well 

designed and implemented. The tags and classes that predefined in the ipd.css file are 

used here. The following table illustrates this in detail.  

Report Elements Tag or class used Layout description 

Title of the report Class = title Uses 24pt sans-serif bold as its font, 

black color, center position 

Title of each section <h1> Uses 20pt scans-serif as its font, black 

color, left position, red background 

Title of each element of 
content 

<h3> Uses 16pt scans-serif as its font, black 

color, left position. 

The rest content <p> Uses 11pt scans-serif as its font, black 

color, left position 

Content of table head Class= tablehead Uses 11pt bold scans-serif as its font, 

white color, left position 

Content of table body Class= tablebody Uses 11pt scans-serif as its font, black 

color, left position 
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6. Conclusion 

The article describes the software development process from requirements to design 

and finally implementation. The Annual Report Generator is built for RICS to provide 

an easy to use, maintainable, and modularized way to generate annual report. The 

following sections (6.1, 6.2 and 6.3) conclude how these goal criteria are achieved. 

6.1 Modularity 

The modularity of the application is achieved during the system design. At the 

architecture level, the generation process is divided into three stages, Report Request, 

Report Configure and Report Generation, each stage has its separately role and 

responsibility.  

The architecture also conforms the Model-view-controller (MVC) design pattern. 

The model (Report Generation and Database) adds meaning to raw data and 

representation them domain-specifically. The view (CSS definition) defines the layout 

of the report content in the web browser. The controller (Report Request and Report 

Configuration) responds to events, the user actions, and invokes changes on the model 

and view. The advantage of this design is the model has a high degree of stability, 

whereas user interface code usually changes frequently. Separating the view from the 

model makes the model more robust, the developer is less likely to impact the model 

while updating the view.  

At the class design level, the modularity is also maintained by reusing the 

existing PHP classes. Class ReportRequest and Class ReportConfigure inherit 

Class Ipd which relieves them from defining the page format such as HTML Header 

themselves. All the classes except Class ReportRequest associate with Class 
Database and Class Queries to interact with the database, which eliminates the 

unnecessary definition of the database connection in these classes. They all make the 

boundary of the system more clearly.  

6.2 Simplicity in Use 

The application is easy to use mainly in the following three aspects: 

1. Easy to Access: Because the application is integrated with the existing web 

site, and the accessing point is displaying at the Navigator section of the web 

page, users can access the annual report generator at any web page of that 

web site. Further more, because the typical light-weight client architecture, 

there is no application needs to be installed on the client except a general web 

browser. 

2. The user-interface is designed intuitively, and there are clearly instructions 
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lead users to generate the annual report they want. The generation stages can 

be easily rolled back if the user wants to go to the previous stage. 

3. It is easy for users to convert the generated HTTP report to RTF formation, 

the only thing needs to do is to select all the contents of the HTTP report and 

copy them to the application such as Microsoft Word. 

The user manual can be found in Appendix 3, which contains the instructions of using 

the application and screenshots.  

6.3 Maintainability 

The maintainability of the application is achieved from the following three aspects: 

1. Every part of the PHP component can be tested separately. The developer 

just needs to append the input parameter separated by question mark to the 

URL of the PHP script.  

2. The layout of the annual report can be easily changed by modifying the CSS 

definition. 

3. It is easy to change the application to accommodate the new requirement. For 

example if the user want the Person Section of the annual report contains 

people record from other position such as ‘Administration’, only a function 

(setByPosition(“Administration”)) needs to be called in function 

setPerson() from Class ReportGenerator. 

4. The code is commented in detail to help the future developer maintain the 

software. 

6.4 RTF or HTML? 

There is one critical decision made during the development that needs to be discussed 

here. 

Although it is not difficult to generate RTF document from the PHP scripts, there 

were several reasons why the annual report generator doesn’t use that format as the 

generated annual report. Firstly the syntax of RTF is different (and more complex) 

from the HTML. For example the “</br>” tag in HTML is replaced by “\par” in 

RTF which is not familiar to me. Secondly, by using HTML format, we can utilize the 

CSS layout definition. Thirdly, there are some COM DLLs available on the market that 

can convert the HTML document to RTF but they are not free and they are hard for 

future maintenance. Finally and the most importantly, it is pretty easy to convert the 

HTML to RTF by users (as discussed in section 6.2), and the RTF document will also 

has the ideally layout. 
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7. Future Work 

Due to the time limitation, there are features that lack in the current application which 

can be developed in the future. This section discusses the future improvements and 

the potential difficulties to implement them. 

 

Improvement 1. Enriching the Configuration Interface.  Difficulty: Easy 
Currently the report configuration interface is quite simple and not so flexible. For 

example, the users can not specify which kind of publication they what to be included 

in the annual report and at which order should the publication be arranged in the 

report. Future improvement can be done by enriching the user interface at the Report 

Configuration stage. For example, a check box group can be added to let the users 

select the category of the publication and the user decisions will be sent to the next 

stage as usual. Because the modularized classes design, the Report Generation stage 

can easily configured to adapt the user decisions. For example if the user only want to 

include “Book” and “Journal Article” at the Publication section, the function 

setPub() needs be changed as described in the following table. 

Currently function setPub() The changed function setPub() print "<h1>Section 4 - Publications</h1>\n"; print "<img src = http://localhost/PubPan.php? year=".$this->yea."'>"; 

$this->setByCategory("Book"); 

$this->setByCategory("PhD. thesis"); 

$this->setByCategory("Licentiate Thesis"); 

$this->setByCategory("Journal Article"); 

$this->setByCategory("Conference Article"); 

$this->setByCategory("Masters Thesis"); 

$this->setByCategory("Thesis"); 

$this->setByCategory("Booklet"); 

$this->setByCategory("Technical Report"); 

$this->setByCategory("Talk"); 

$this->setByCategory("unpublished"); 

 

print "<h1>Section 4 - Publications</h1>\n"; print "<img src = http://localhost/PubPan.php? year =".$this->yea." &book = ‘true’ $journal = ‘true'>"; 

$this->setByCategory("Book"); 

$this->setByCategory("Journal Article"); 

 

Note that the PubPan.php also needs to be improved 

to deal with the incoming data (book = true and 

journal = true) in order to generate the statistic 

diagram only contains the above two categories. 

 
Improvement 2. Enabling Swedish.  Difficulty: Medium 
Because Växjö University is located in Sweden, it is extremely useful to have the 

annual report in Swedish as well. The RICS web site already supports the English and 

Swedish by storing the two copies of data in the database, one for English the other 

for Swedish (currently in German). The PHP scripts query the database according to 

the language user selected at the navigator module. Regarding to the annual report, 

http://localhost/PubPan.php
http://localhost/PubPan.php
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this method can also be adopted. The changes here could be: 1. Pass language 

selection information to the Report Generation stage. 2. Insert that information into 

the content generation causes at that stage. For example, the code that generates 

Course section HTML string might looks like:  
$course_str = $course_str .$row[name_.”.$language.”];   

//$language = ‘e’ for English and $language= ‘s’ for Swedish 

 
Improvement 3. Generating RTF&PDF Directly.  Difficulty: Hard 
It is always temptable to let users get the annual report in other format such as RTF 

and PDF directly. Although I have tried some approaches and haven’t found a feasible 

solution (described in section 6.4), the following approach is suggested to be 

researched and tried in the future:  

 

� Web Services 

First, search the UDDI database and find the service that contains function that can 

accept a HTML string and return a corresponding RTF string, then use the WSDL 

document of that service to create a stub for the PHP component, after that we can 

call the functions of that service from the PHP scripts and get the RTF string. Finally 

we can create an empty RTF document and fill the RTF string into it. A SOAP engine 

such as Axis is needed to be integrated with the HTTP server. The main advantage of 

this approach is the format of the report is flexible as long as there has a 

corresponding service. The drawback of this approach is it heavily relies on the 

service provider, if the service is no longer available, the function call will certainly 

fail.  
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Appendix 1 Class Diagram 

The following UML Class Diagram documents all the classes related to the Annual 

Report Generator.   

Html

text

bgcolor

link

alink

vlink

leftmargin

topmargin

Html()

getTitle()

dump()

headOpen()

headColse()

bodyOpen()

bodyClose()

redirect(redirectDelay, redirect)

scriptOpen()

scriptClose()

s tyle()

s tyleOpen()

s tyleClose()

IpdHtml

topbgcolor

navbgcolor

tablehead

tablerow

lang

IpdHtml()

initLanguage()

getLanguage()

printNavigation()

printModules()

IpdTables

IpdTables()

getNavigationUrl(key)

getNavigationTitle(key)

dumpTable(table, names)

linkTable(query, title, nav)

verticallyGroupedTables(query, title, nav)

vertiallyGroupData(data, title, nav)

horizontallyGroupedTables(query, title, nav, compressboundary)

teaserTables(query, title, nav)

h1Header($title)

groupedTeaserTables(query, nav)

Ipd

db

queries

loc

auth

nav

modules

Ipd()

isAuthentified()

dbQuery(query)

getNavigationUrl(key)

getNavigationTitle(key)

getLocalized(key)

getLocalizedField(field)

addModule(module)

bodyClose()

printNavigation()

printModules()

printTitle(title)

IPDQueries

loc

name_field

teaser_field

text_field

IPDQueries(loc)

getEditorial(id)

updateEditorial(edi, id)

getEvent(year, nextyear)

getCourseByYear(year, nextyear)

getTeacher(courseId)

getAllSoftware()

getSoftwareAuthor(softwareId)

getPub(type, year)

getPubAuthor(pubId)

getOngoingProject()

getProjectAuthor()

getPeoplebyPosition(position)

getpersonAddress(personId)

Database

db

Database()

close()

query(query)

querySingleObject(query)

querySingleAssoc(query)

perror(msg) StatisticDiagram

start_year

database

queries

category

data

StatisticDiagram(type)

load()

roundoff(v)

get_xy_factors(degrees)

draw_pie(id, rx, ry, r, from, to, color)

draw_legends(id, lex, ler, les, color, balack)

display()

CompareDiagram

span

start_year

database

queries

category

CompareDiagram(type)

draw()
ReportRequest

getTitle()

bodyOpen()

ReportRequest()

ReportConfigure

ReportConfigure()

getTitle()

bodyOpen()

ReportGenerator

db

queries

edi

yea

add

pic

stat

nextyea

ReportGenerator(text, year, dbs, address, picture, s tatistic)

bodyOpen()

setEditorial()

setPerson()

setProject()

setPub()

setStat()

setSoftware()

setCourse()

setEvent()

setByCategory(type)

setByPosition(position)

 

Note that the web site’s PHP component contains about 20 classes; some classes are not 

mentioned here because they are not relevant to the annual report generator. 
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Appendix 2 Database Structure 

All the Ipd database tables’ structure and the relationship between them are 

documented in the file IPD_Database.pdf. 

The SQL instructions that update web_nav table are listed as follows: 

 

� INSERT INTO `web_nav` VALUES ('report', NULL, NULL, '/report.php', 

'Report Generator', 'Report Generator', 'Report Generator', 'Report 

Generator'); // Add the report generator entry. 

 

� UPDATE `web_nav` SET `nav_child` = NULL ,`nav_sibling` = 

'report',`title_d` = NULL ,`title_e` = NULL WHERE CONVERT( ̀ nav_id` 

USING utf8 ) = 'anfahrt' LIMIT 1 ; // insert the report generator entry’s 

id into the ‘sibling’ field of the original bottom entry(anfahrt). 

 

The SQL instruction that creates the editorial table is listed below: 
 

� CREATE TABLE ̀ editorial` (`year` INT( 4 ) UNSIGNED NOT NULL ,`e_text` 

TEXT CHARACTER SET latin1 COLLATE latin1_swedish_ci NULL DEFAULT 

NULL ,`d_text` TEXT CHARACTER SET latin1 COLLATE latin1_swedish_ci 

NULL DEFAULT NULL ) TYPE = MYISAM ;
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Appendix 3 User Manual 

This appendix describes how to use the annual report generator step by step. 

 

Step 1: Access the RICS web site. You should know the IP address or domain address 

of that site in advance. For example say the domain address of the web site is 

localhost, and then type the string http://localhost/ in to the address field of the 

web-browser. If the server is up and running, you should see the following web page. 

 

From the above page, you can see the navigation module is at the left site of the web 

page, at the bottom of that module, there is a button called ‘Report Generator’, click 

that button and go to the next step. 

http://localhost/
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Step 2: Report Request. The following web page will appear when you reach this step. 

Enter the number of year you want the report be generated for in the editor field (in 

this case we type 2003 for example), after that click the ‘next’ button and go to the 

next step. 
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Step 3: Report Configuration. The following web page will appear after you reach 

this step, on this page, the editorial information of year 2003 that stores in the 

database is extracted into the textarea where and you can update it. You can also 

choose whether to include person’s address or person’s picture into the generated 

report by clicking the check boxes. Also, you can choose whether or how to generate 

the dynamic publication comparison diagram through the selection box. Finally you 

can click the ‘GenHttp’ button to complete the configuration stage.  
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Step 4: Report Generation. After you clicking the ‘GenHttp’ button at the previous step, the 

annual report will be generate and displayed in the web browser. Please see the screenshot below:  
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